The collapse of previously existing socialism was due to causes embedded in its economic mechanism, which are not inherent in all possible socialisms. The article argues that Marxist economic theory, in conjunction with information technology, provides the basis on which a viable socialist economic program can be advanced, and that the development of computer technology and the Internet makes economic planning possible. In addition, it argues that the socialist movement has never developed a correct constitutional program, and that modern technology opens up opportunities for democracy. Finally, it reviews the Austrian arguments against the possibility of socialist calculation in the light of modern computational capacity and the constraints of the Kyoto Protocol.
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El colapso del socialismo anteriormente existente obedeció a causas integradas en su mecanismo económico, que no son inherentes a todos los socialismos posibles. El artículo muestra que la teoría económica marxista, junto con la informática, proporciona el fundamento para adelantar un programa económico socialista viable y que el desarrollo de la informática y de Internet hace posible la planificación económica. Además, argumenta que el movimiento socialista nunca desarrolló un programa constitucional correcto y que la tecnología moderna abre nuevas oportunidades para la democracia. Por último, revisa los argumentos austriacos contra la posibilidad del cálculo socialista a la luz de la nueva capacidad informática y de las limitaciones del Protocolo de Kyoto.
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Forty years ago there was little doubt in the minds of socialists that planning was way of the future. This was borne out by the rapid advance of the planned economies, which with Sputnik and
Gagarin seemed to outpace the muddled inefficiency of capitalist economies. Today of course the picture looks different.

In the face of the collapse of Soviet power at the end of the 80s, left wing authors seemed to have no ready response.

In fact, however, the very advances in information technology that are taken to symbolise the triumph of the market, hold even more potential for rational and democratic socialism. This fact promise, is we think, now beginning to be understood by the movement for economic democracy.

Since the late 80s we have been arguing that there is an intellectually coherent and practical alternative to the philosophy of neo-liberalism. Our basic proposals can be laid out quite simply, although we ask the reader to bear in mind that we do not have space here for the necessary refinements, qualifications and elaborations (these are developed at length in Cockshott and Cottrell, 1993). In schematic form the proposals are as follows.

**THESIS 1.** *The collapse of previously existing socialism was due to identifiable causes embedded in its economic mechanism, but which are not inherent in all possible socialisms.*

**THESIS 2.** *Marxist economic theory, in conjunction with information technology provide the basis on which a viable socialist economic program can be advanced.*

**THESIS 3.** *The socialist movement has never developed a correct constitutional program. In particular it has accepted the misconception that elections are a democratic form.*

**HISTORICAL FAILINGS**

The collapse of previously existing socialism was due to identifiable causes embedded in its economic mechanism, but which are not inherent in all possible socialisms.

We will examine some of the well known contradictions within the economics of previously existing socialism. The argument that these are not inherent in any socialism will be advanced in section 2.

**ELABORATION 1.1.** *The mechanism for the extraction of a surplus product progressively collapsed resulting in inadequate investment.*

Marxist economics views the method of extracting a surplus product as being the distinguishing feature of a mode of production.

The specific economic form, in which unpaid surplus labour is pumped out of the direct producers determines the relationship of rulers and ruled, as it grows directly out of production itself and, in turn, reacts upon it as a determining element. Upon this, however, is founded the entire formation of the economic community which grows out of the production relations themselves, thereby simultaneously its specific political form. It is always the direct relationship of the owners of the conditions of production to the direct producers – a relation naturally corresponding to a definite stage in the development of the methods of labour and thereby its social productivity – which reveals the innermost secret, the hidden basis of the entire social structure, and with it the political form of the relation of sovereignty and dependence, in short, the corresponding specific form of state (Marx, 1972, 791).
In a socialist economy the extraction of a surplus product takes place by means of a politically determined division of the material product between consumer goods and other products in the state plan. This is socialism’s “innermost secret, the hidden basis of the entire social structure”.

Its system of extracting a surplus is quite different from under capitalism in the following respects: i) The division of the product is determined directly in material terms rather then indirectly as a result of exchange relations; ii) The division is determined centrally rather than through numerous local bargains over the price of labour power, hours worked etc., and iii) The actual level of money wages is irrelevant because the supplies of consumer goods are predetermined in the plan. Higher money wages do not necessarily result in increased real wages. Besides which a large part of the real wage is in the form of free or subsidised goods.

This form of extraction rises out of the highly integrated and socialised character of production under socialism. From it is developed the absolute necessity of individual factories being subordinated to the center, and the comparative irrelevance of their individual profitability. Following on it determines the centralised character of the state and the impossibility of local authorities having an autonomous disposition over resources. All these are invariant characteristics of socialism.

This innermost secret determines the relationship of rulers and ruled as follows; consider two possibilities, either the rulers and the ruled are distinct groups, or they are one and the same.

If, as in hitherto existing socialism, they are distinct, then whoever controls the planning authority is both the effective owner of the means of production, and a ruler. These rulers (in practice have the central committee of the communist party), though often venal, can not fulfill their social function by the shameless bourgeois pursuit of self interest. They are compelled instead, to take on the highly social and public role, of so organising the political and ideological life of the society, as to ensure compliance with the plan. One of the most effective ways of doing this is through the cult of a charismatic leader, backed to a greater or lesser extent by state terror.

Personality cults, in which the leader is presented as the General Will incarnate are no accident, but an efficient adaptation to the contradictory demands of a socialist mode of production (which dictates the dominance of political over civil society), combined with institutions of representative government.

Some readers may protest at this point: it is bad enough that we unblushingly characterize the Leninist system as socialist, but how can we say that it had a representative government?

Representative government selects certain humans, commonly called politicians, to stand in for, or represent, others in the process of political decision making. This is just what the Leninist party does in power. It acts as a representative of the working class and takes political decisions on its behalf. As such it is no less representative a form of government than parliamentary government (which dictates the dominance of political over civil society), combined with institutions of representative government.

Selection of such rulers by multiple party elections can not diminish their representative character nor abolish the distinction between rulers and ruled.

The contradictory character of socialist representative government is banally evident. The representatives of the proletariat, through their control of the plan, and thus the method by which unpaid surplus labour is pumped out of the direct producers, become effective controllers, pro tem, of the means of production. As such their individual class position is transformed and their ability to go on representing the proletariat, compromised.

Only if the distinction between ruler and ruled is abolished, when the masses Themselves decide all major questions through institutions of participatory democracy does the totalitarian inner secret at the heart of socialism cease to be contradictory. Only when the masses in referenda decide
the disposition of their collective social labour: how much is to go on defence, how much on health, how much on consumer goods etc, can the political life of socialism cease to be a fraud.

But to return to the question of surplus extraction. Under socialism this is an inherently totalitarian process, a subordination of the parts to the whole, the factory to the plan, the individual to the collective. Production is not for private gain but for the totality of society. Under a system of participatory democracy, this totalitarian conformism might take on a Swiss democratic rather than German fascist air, but it would be no less real.

Gorbachov undermined the whole surplus extraction process by attacking the totalitarian principle. One of his first measures was to allow factories to retain the greater part of their profit. At a stroke, he introduced an antagonistic bourgeois principle of surplus extraction: the pursuit of profit by individual enterprises. He threw the whole system into chaos.

The government, deprived of its main form of revenue, resorted to the printing press. The result was hyperinflation.

The factories had extra money, but, since the division of the social product was still determined by the plan, could not act as private firms would and convert this new money into productive capital. The socialist system of surplus extraction was sabotaged without a bourgeois one to replace it, and the economy spiraled into an inflationary decline.

ELABORATION 1.2. Previously existing socialism was limited by a deficient system of economic calculation.

This point is made by all right wing critics. They point out, with justification, that the price system operating in the USSR made rational economic calculation impossible. Numerous anecdotes tell of this:

Here is one of many examples. Some time ago it was decided to adjust the prices of cotton and grain in the interests of cotton growing, to establish more accurate prices for grain sold to the cotton growers, and to raise the prices of grain delivered to the state. Our business executives and planners submitted a proposal on this score which could not but astound members of the Central Committee, since it suggested fixing the price of a ton of grain at practically the same level as a ton of cotton, and, moreover, the price of a ton of grain was taken as equivalent to that of a ton of baked bread. In reply to the remarks of the members of the Central Committee that the price of a ton of bread must be much higher than that of a ton of grain, because of the additional expense of milling and baking, and that cotton was generally much dearer than grain was also borne out by their prices in the world market, the authors of the proposal could find nothing coherent to say.

So wrote Stalin in April 1952, but some 40 years later, pricing policy had improved so little that Gorbachov could cite the example of pigs being fed bread by collective farmers, because the price of bread was lower than that of grain.

When the relative prices of things differ systematically from their relative costs of production, it becomes impossible for people to chose cost effective methods of production. This produces a general decline in economic efficiency.

ELABORATION 1.3. Unlike capitalism, previously existing socialism lacked an inbuilt mechanism to economise on the use of labour, and thus to raise its productivity.

The fundamental economic justification of any new production technology has to be its ability to produce things with less effort than before. Only by the constant application of such
inventions throughout the economy can we gain more free time to devote either to leisure or to the satisfaction of new and more sophisticated tastes.

This implies that in socialist production workers must seek always to economise on time. Time is, as Adam Smith said, our original currency by which we purchase from nature all our wants and necessities, a moment of it needlessly squandered is lost for ever. A socialist system will only be historically superior to capitalism if it proves better at husbanding time.

The wealth of capitalist societies is of course unevenly divided, but its inbuilt tendency to advance the productivity of labour underpins the continuing progressive role of capitalist economic relations. Had capitalism lost this potential, as some Marxists believed in the 1930’s then it would long ago have lost out in competition with the Soviet block.

In a capitalist economy, manufacturers are driven by the desire for profit to try to minimise costs. These costs include wages. Firms often introduce new technology in order to cut the workforce and reduce labour costs. Although this use of technology is frequently against the direct interest of workers, who lose their jobs, it is to the ultimate benefit of society. For it is through these economies in labour that the living standards of the society are raised. The benefits of technical change are unevenly spread; the employer stands to gain more than the employee, but in the end, it is upon its ability to foster technological improvements that capitalism’s claim to be a progressive system is based. The need to accept new labour saving technology is generally recognised within the Trades Unions, who seek only to regulate the terms of its introduction so that their members share in the gains.

It is a very naive form of socialism that criticises technical change under the pretext that it causes unemployment. The real criticism that can be levied at capitalist economies in this regard is that they are too slow to adopt labour saving devices because labour is artificially cheap.

A good example of this could be seen in the computer industry. In the 1950s IBM developed highly automated machinery to construct the core memories for their computers. As demand grew their factories became more and more automatic. In 1965 they even had to open an entire new production line just to make the machines that would make the computers. Still they could not keep up with demand.

The situation was becoming desperate. Then a newly appointed manager at Kingston who had spent several years in Japan, proposed that workers in the Orient could be found with sufficient manual dexterity and patience to wire core planes by hand. Taking bags of cores, rolls of wire, and core frames to Japan, he returned ten days later with hand wired core planes as good as those that had been wired by automatic wire feeders at the Kingston plant. It was slow and tedious work but the cost of labor in the Orient was so low that production costs were actually lower than with full automation in Kingston (Pugh 1991, 209).

But in this respect the USSR was even worse. The USSR subsidised food, rent, children’s clothes and other necessities. The subsidy on basic goods compensated for low money wages. But subsidies, and social services had to be paid for out of the profits of nationalised industries (which formerly met most of the Soviet budget). For these to make a profit, wages had to be kept low, and low wages meant that the subsidies had to be retained!

The worst aspect of all this was that enterprises were encouraged by the cheapness of labour to be profligate with it. Why introduce modern automated machinery if labour was so cheap? Besides, it created work and prevented unemployment: real voodoo economics. True enough, any socialism worthy of the name must prevent unemployment, but that is not the same as creating unnecessary work. Its better to automate as fast as possible whilst reducing the working week.
ELABORATION 1.4. Nationalised ownership of industry held back international economic cooperation in comparison to the capitalist world.

Modern capitalist industry is dominated by big multinational firms. Only these have the resources and size of market to reap economies of scale and meet the heavy research costs demanded by competition. The nationalised enterprises of Eastern Europe and to a lesser extent the USSR were just too small to gain such benefits.

IS PLANNING STILL POSSIBLE?

Marxist economic theory, in conjunction with information technology provides the basis on which a viable socialist economic program can be advanced.

This is obviously a complex case to make out, and we can only give a few key points here.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Using modern computers it is possible to efficiently plan an economy in terms of natural units without recourse to the intermediary of money or markets.

Ever since the 1920's bourgeois economists had been claiming that the problems of economic calculation involved with planing an economy were so complex that they could not be done. It was claimed that without the feedback mechanisms of the market decision making would be arbitrary and inefficient.

Whilst the Soviet economy had a rate of growth well in excess of the west these ideas did not seem very plausible. But when that its economy became more complex, and growth slowed, these criticisms seemed to gain relevance. It did seem plausible that a central planning agency could no longer cope with the myriad detail of a modern economy.

ELABORATION 2.1. Computerised input/output processing is the technique for de-tailed plan preparation.

For the last decade or so we have been researching the possibilities of using modern computers to solve planning problems. We believe that it can now be conclusively demonstrated that the liberal arguments against socialist planning are outdated. The problems of calculation that seemed daunting in the past can now be readily handled by super-computers.

If you think of a capitalist country one of the biggest users of computers is the financial sector. We have all seen TV footage of the money dealing rooms in the City banks where each desk seems to be crammed with a number of screens that is positively indecent. In contrast, main economic use of computers under socialism should be the simulation of detailed plans. In the USSR, the planning authority GOSPLAN was for some years a heavy user of mainframe computers.

In theory since GOSPLAN controlled all of industry, it should have been able to exactly balance the needs and requirements of different industries. If it knew how many personal computers and how many mainframes it had ordered the computer manufactures to produce it would know exactly how many memory chips were going to be needed for that. It could order the semiconductor factories to turn out just that number of chips to the right specification. Theoretically this should be

---

1 For a longer presentation of the argument, see Cockshott (1990) and Cottrell (1989).
better than the situation in the West where the separate plans of computer and chip manufactures lead to periodic “memory chip droughts”.

The theory seemed born out up until the about the mid 60’s. Up until then the Russians outperformed the West in terms of economic growth. Then the scale of the economy just got too big for the planners to handle. There were too many different products to keep track of. It was beyond the capability of a human bureaucracy to balance the plans. Shortages of some products were combined with overproduction of others.

In the 60’s economic cyberneticians had pointed out that the mathematical requirements for planning an economy were well understood. If it was beyond human capability you just needed to program computers to do it.

The results of trying to do this were disappointing. Of course it was not just in the benefits of computerisation were greatly oversold in the 60’s. Over here too, people attempted things that were really way beyond the rather limited abilities of the computers then available but since then the growth in computer speed has been astronomical. A modern supercomputer is about 100,000 times faster than its 1960’s counterpart. Many people are now familiar with the spreadsheet programs like Excel that are used on personal computers to prepare company plans. The problem of drawing up a plan for an economy can be thought of as a giant spreadsheet or matrix.

The rows of the the spreadsheet represent the different economic activities, the columns represent the products used by these activities. If the first row represented electricity production and the second represented oil production then [row 1, col 2] would be the amount of oil used to produce electricity and [row 2, col 1] the amount of electricity used to produce oil.

The last column of the spreadsheet will hold the total amount produced by each process, so many tera kilowatt hours of electricity and so many hundred million barrels of oil etc. The bottom row of the spreadsheet shows the total inputs of each product used in all the production processes.

The problem is to ensure that the total output of each product is not less than the total use of that product.

What you know to start off with are the technical properties of the processes, one barrel of oil produces so many kilowatt hours. You also know what your stock of capital goods and means of production are at the start of the year. What you must do is allocate these to different production processes in such a way as to meet the above constraint.

The standard approach to this is to treat it as a linear programming problem and solve it using the simplex method (Bland, 1981). The problem with this is the running time of an algorithm based on the simplex method will grow with the cube of the number of industries considered. Suppose there were 10 million distinct products made in a continental economy. Then you are talking of some 1021 computer instructions to solve the problem. This is too big even for the fastest computer.

What Soviet economic planners resorted to was running smaller spreadsheets. They handled only a few thousand key products and ran these through their mainframe computers as linear programs. For these the equations can be solved. This explains one of the strengths of the Russian economy. It did well on certain key projects like the space program which can be given priority in the planning process. But there just is not the computer power available to apply the same techniques more widely.

ELABORATION 2.2. When faced with an intractable problem in computation there are two approaches: throw more computer power at it or devise a more efficient program.

The problem of economic planning is so complex that both approaches are necessary. The best that could be hoped for is a program whose running time rises in direct proportion to the size of the problem.

In planning terms this would mean a computer program whose running time was proportional to the number of products rather than the cube of the number of products. But when the number of
products is up around 10 million you need a hugely powerful machine just to store the initial data, let alone perform the computation.

There do exist algorithms that have the desired properties we discuss them in Cocshott and Cottrell (1993). On the sorts of supercomputers now available, one would be talking of computer programs that would take a few hours to run. This is modest compared to what physicists do with computers.

There is no technical reason why any continental sized economy now could not have a completely planned system. Each workplace would have PC linked to a network of computers within the enterprise which would in turn be linked to a Continent wide network of supercomputers. The workplace would build up a local spreadsheet of its production capabilities and raw materials requirements. These would be transmitted through the hierarchy of machines which would balance up supplies and demands and draw up plans accordingly. Effective central planning requires the following basic elements:

1. A system for arriving at (and periodically revising) a set of targets for final outputs, which incorporates information on both consumers’ preferences and the relative cost of producing alternative goods (the appropriate metric for cost being left open for the moment).

2. A method of calculating the implications of any given set of final outputs for the required gross outputs of each product. At this stage there must also be a means of checking the feasibility of the resulting set of gross output targets, in the light of the constraints posed by labour supply and existing stocks of fixed means of production, before these targets are forwarded to the units of production.

The provision of these elements involves a number of preconditions, notably an adequate system for gathering and processing dispersed economic information and a rational metric for cost of production. We should also note at once the important and entirely valid point stressed by Nove (1977 and 1983): for effective central planning, it is necessary that the planners are able to carry out the above sorts of calculations in full disaggregated detail. In the absence of horizontal market links between enterprises, management at the enterprise level “cannot know what it is that society needs unless the centre informs it” (Nove, 1977, 86). Thus if the centre is unable to specify a coherent plan in sufficient detail, the fact that the plan may be “balanced” in aggregate terms is of little avail. Even with the best will in the world on the part of all concerned, there is no guarantee that the specific output decisions made at the enterprise level will mesh properly. This general point is confirmed by Yun (1988, 55), who states that as of the mid-1980s Gosplan was able to draw up material balances for only 2,000 goods in its annual plans. When the calculations of Gosnab and the industrial ministries are included, the number of products tracked rises to around 200,000, still far short of the 24 million items produced in the Soviet economy at the time. This discrepancy meant that it was “possible for enterprises to fulfill their plans as regards the nomenclature of items they have been directed to produce, failing at the same time to create products immediately needed by specific users”.

Our argument below involves grasping this particular nettle: while we agree that “in a basically non-market model the centre must discover what needs doing” (ibid., 86), and we accept Yun’s account of the failure of Gosplan to do so, we dispute Nove’s contention that “the centre cannot do this in micro detail” (ibid.). Planners, he asserts, are forced to work in terms of aggregates. They can only specify general targets like “we need 500 million screws”, but they fail to

---

2 With one reservation. If, say, the central plan calls for enterprise A to supply intermediate good x to enterprise B, where it will be used in the production of some further good y, and if the planners apprise A and B of this fact, is there not scope for “horizontal” discussion between the two enterprises over the precise design specification of x? (That is, even in the absence of market relations between A and B).
say how many 5mm screws, 10mm screws etc, are needed. As a result the wrong mix of screws gets produced.

What would have been an impossibly complex problem to solve by the old bureaucratic means, has become an eminently practical proposition using modern information technology. Such a computerised planning system could respond to events far faster than any market could hope to do, thus undermining the main objection raised by bourgeois economists as to the unwieldy nature of socialist planning.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Socialism requires the abolition of money and its replacement by a system of remuneration based on labour time. This is the key to promoting both equity and technological advance.

It is clear both from a reading of Marx’s own work, and from the whole tenor of 19th century socialism, that it was a common assumption that socialism would involve the abolition of money and the introduction of a system of payment based on labour vouchers.

[...] the individual producer receives back from society –after the deductions have been made– exactly what he gives to it. What he has given to it is his individual quantum of labour. For example, the social working day consists of the sum of the individual hours of work; the individual labour time of the individual producer is the part of the social working day contributed by him, his share in it. He receives a certificate from society that he has furnished such and such an amount of labour (after deducting his labour for the common funds), and with this certificate he draws from the social stock of consumption as much as the same amount of labour costs. The same amount of labour which he has given to society in one form he receives back in another (Marx, 1875).

Marx qualified this as being only a first step towards greater equality, but it is far more radically egalitarian than anything achieved by hitherto existing socialism. The principle of payment in labour time recognizes only two sources of inequality in income: that some people may work longer than others, or, in a piece work system, some may work faster. It eliminates all other income inequalities based upon class, race, sex, grade or professional qualification.

Also, by forcing workplaces to pay workers the full value created by their labour, it eliminates the squandering of labour brought about by low pay, and encourages the introduction of labour saving innovation. It provides, moreover, a rational and scientifically well founded basis for economic calculation. If goods are labelled with the labour required to make them, the arbitrary and irrational character of the old Soviet price system is avoided.

Table 1
Gaussian solution to labour values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of products</th>
<th>Multiplications</th>
<th>Time taken in seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Uniprocess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>$10^7$</td>
<td>$10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>$10^{15}$</td>
<td>$10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>$10^{21}$</td>
<td>$10^{13}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROPOSITION 2.3. It is theoretically and technically possible to compute labour values to within the degree of accuracy required for practical purposes.

The proposals above rest on the assumption that it is possible to calculate the labour content of each product in the economy. The problem is in principle solvable since one has n unknown labour values related by a set of n linear production functions. The difficulty is not one of principle but of scale. When the number of products gets up into the millions, the calculation involved is nontrivial.

If we were to represent the problem in classic matrix terms, with an n by (n+1) matrix, where the rows represent products and the columns represent produced inputs plus direct labour, analytic solution of the equations using Gaussian elimination gives a problem requiring \( n^3 \) multiplication operations and a slightly larger number of additions and subtractions. Table 1 gives the computer requirements for this calculation assuming differing sizes of economy. We assume that the uniprocessor is capable of \( 10^8 \) multiplications a second, and that the multiprocessor can perform \( 10^{10} \) multiplications per second.

It can be seen that, taking compute time alone into account, even the multiprocessor would take \( 10^{11} \) seconds, or over three thousand years, to produce a solution for an economy of 10 million products. As if this were not enough, the situation would be further complicated by the memory required to store the matrix, which grows as \( n^2 \). Since the largest currently feasible memories are of the order of \( 10^{10} \) words, this would set a limit on the size of problem that could be handled at about 100,000 products.

If, however, we take into account the sparseness of the matrix (i.e. the high proportion of zero entries, when it is specified in full detail) the problem becomes more tractable. Let us suppose that the number of different types of components that enter directly into the production of any single product is \( n^k \) where \( 0 < k < 1 \). If we assume a value of 0.4 for \( k \), which seems fairly conservative, we find that memory requirements now grow as \( n^{1+k} = n^{1.4} \). If we can further simplify the problem by using iterative numerical techniques (Gauss Seidel or Jacobi) to obtain approximate solutions, we obtain a computational complexity function of order \( A n^{1.4} \), where \( A \) is a small constant determined by the accuracy required of the answer.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of products</th>
<th>Multiplications</th>
<th>Words of memory</th>
<th>Time taken in seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Uniprocessor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>158.489</td>
<td>31.698</td>
<td>1.6 ( \times 10^3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.000</td>
<td>100.000.000</td>
<td>20.000.000</td>
<td>0,01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.000.000.006</td>
<td>3 ( \times 10^{10} )</td>
<td>1,2 ( \times 10^{10} )</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This reduces the problem to one that is clearly within the scope of current computer technology, as shown in Table 2. The most testing requirement remains the memory, but it is within the range of currently available machines. From this we conclude that the computation of labour values is eminently feasible.

---

3 This means, for instance, that in a 10 million product economy each product is assumed to have on average 631 direct inputs.
**Proposition 2.4.** Consumer goods prices should be set at market clearing levels and the discrepancies between these prices and the values of goods used to determine the optimal levels of production.

Given that supplies of and demand for goods is never exactly equal, it is only average prices that should equal labour values. Individual items in short supply would sell at a premium, balanced by those in oversupply selling at a discount. These premiums and discounts can then guide the planning authorities to decide which goods to produce more of, and which to produce less off.

Note that this does not in anyway presuppose the existence of private trade. Our proposal on this count might be described as “Lange plus Strumilin”. From Lange we take up a modified version of the “trial and error” process, whereby market prices for consumer goods are used to guide the re-allocation of social labour among the various consumer goods; from Strumilin we take the idea that in socialist equilibrium the use-value created in each line of production should be in a common proportion to the social labour time expended. The central idea is this: the plan calls for production of some specific vector of final consumer goods, and these goods are marked with their social labour content. If planned supplies and consumer demands for the individual goods happen to coincide when the goods are priced in accordance with their labour values, the system is already in equilibrium. In a dynamic economy, however, this is unlikely. If supplies and demands are unequal, the “marketing authority” for consumer goods is charged with adjusting prices, with the aim of achieving (approximate) short-run balance, i.e. prices of goods in short supply are raised while prices are lowered in the case of surpluses. In the next step of the process, the planners examine the ratios of market-clearing price to labour value across the various consumer goods (these magnitudes are denominated in labour-hours; labour content in the one case, and labour tokens in the other). Following Strumilin’s conception, these ratios should be equal (and equal to unity) in long-run equilibrium. The consumer goods plan for the next period should therefore call for expanded output of those goods with an above-average price/value ratio, and reduced output for those with a below-average ratio.

In each period, the plan should be balanced, using either input output methods or an alternative balancing algorithm. That is, the gross outputs needed to support the target vector of final outputs should be calculated in advance. This is in contrast to Lange’s (1938), system, in which the very coherence of the plan and not only its optimality seems to be left to “trial and error”. Our scheme, however, does not impose the unreasonable requirement that the pattern of consumer demand be perfectly anticipated ex ante; adjustment in this respect is left to an iterative process which takes place in historical time.

This scheme meets the objection of Nove (1983), who argues that labour values cannot provide a basis for planning even if they gave a valid measure of cost of production. Nove’s point is that labour content of itself tells us nothing about the use-value of different goods. Of course this is true, but it only means that we need an independent measure of consumers’ valuations; and the

---

4 This point a basic theme of Strumilin’s work over half a century is expressed particularly clearly in his (1977, 136-137).
5 With market-clearing prices, of course, the goods go to those willing to pay the most. Given an egalitarian distribution of income, we see no objection to this.
6 Naturally, an element of demand forecasting is also called for here: the current ratios provide a useful guide rather than a completely mechanical rule.
7 An alternative algorithm which makes allowance for given stocks of specific means of production is given in Cockshott (1990).
8 In his later refection on the socialist calculation debate, Lange (1967) seems to suggest that an optimal plan can be pre-calculated by computer, without the need for the real-time trial and error he envisaged in (1938). Insofar as this would require that consumer demand functions are all known in advance, this seems to us far-fetched.
9 As was clearly understood by Marx: On a given basis of labour productivity the production of a certain quantity of articles in every particular sphere of production requires a definite quantity of social labour-time; although this proportion varies in different spheres of production and has no inner relation to the usefulness of these articles or the special nature of their use-values (1972, 186-187).
price, in labour tokens, which roughly balances planned supply and consumer demand provides just such a measure. By the same token, we can answer a point made by Mises in his discussion of the problems faced by socialism under dynamic conditions (1951, 196n). One of the dynamic factors he considers is change in consumer demand, à propos of which he writes: “If economic calculation and therewith even an approximate ascerttainment of the costs of production were possible, then within the limits of the total consumption-units assigned to him, each individual citizen could be allowed to demand what he liked”. But, he continues, “since, under socialism, no such calculations are possible, all such questions of demand must necessarily be left to the government”. Our proposal allows for precisely the consumer choice that Mises claims is unavailable.

**PROPOSITION 2.5. The funding of the surplus product should come from taxes on income, approved by referendum.**

In any society a certain proportion of the social product must be set aside for investment and to support those unable to work etc. In a socialism based on labour values, this would be expressed as a deduction of so many hours work a week that had to be performed for the community. If the phrase had not been purloined, one might call it the community charge.

In the countries of hitherto existing socialism the decision as to how the social working day was to be divided between necessary and surplus labour time was taken by the government. As, over time, the government became alienated from the working classes, the process became exploitative. The state as an alien power was depriving the workers of the fruits of their labour.

To prevent this, it is essential, that the division of the working day between social and necessary labour, be decided by the working class itself; rather than by a government which claims to act in its interests. There should be an annual vote by the working population to decide on the level of the tax. A multiple choice ballot could allow the people to decide between more public services or more consumption.

*Only when the surplus product is provided voluntarily does it cease to be exploita- tion.*

**Incentives**

One worry that people may have about the Marxian proposal for socialism is that it would remove all incentives, but this is probably a misunderstanding. Payment for labour does not necessarily mean everyone earns the same. The stakanovite system in Russia was based on payment according to labour and was explicitly introduced to give workers a greater incentive to produce higher output. In it the intensity of labour was measured by the volume of output. If you have a set of individuals doing the same task, then you can validly measure the work done by the output produced.

But where the work is of different types then such output comparisons are not possible. It is possible, when work is of different kinds, to measure the calories expended, so that somebody doing hard labouring who expends a lot of calories can be objectively said to work harder than somebody in a sedentary job. The Soviet payment system took this into account so that oil workers and miners got paid extra for the heavy labour that they did. But when this issue is raised in the West, what the critic is likely to mean is the distinction between mental and manual labour. The prejudice of our society is, that since doctors for example, have to train for 6 years to qualify, they should be paid more to give people an incentive to be doctors. The cultural relativity of this concept is born out by the fact that the USSR had no shortage of doctors, even though doctors were paid less than coal miners. Surgeons did not flock from hospitals to go down the mines.

One must be careful to distinguish rent incomes from necessary incentives. If an education system, whether through inadequate funding, class barriers to entry etc, fails to produce enough doctors, then doctors can command a rent income. If the education system, as part of
comprehensive national labour-power planning, turns out large numbers of doctors, and if this education is free to the students, then there will be no shortage of doctors. As Neurath pointed out, the status and health risks of an occupation must be taken into account when assessing the rewards it brings.

A possibly more serious objection relates to incentives for managers. What incentive would they have to act in the social rather than their private interest?

If one assumed that socialist industry was going to be managed by an extension of the civil service bureaucracy then it is evident that different societies at different times have more or less efficient and honest bureaucracies. Neurath was writing in the context of his experience with the notoriously efficient German civil service in the Great War. The question of what historical conditions allow an honest and efficient bureaucracy to exist is an interesting one, but not one we would claim to have special answers for. But it is clear, that the less the temptations to personal financial enrichment, the greater will be the prospects for honesty. In this context, a non-monetary economy starts out with considerable safeguards against corruption.

But one does not have to assume that a socialist industry would be managed by a civil service hierarchy. There is a long tradition of socialist writers warning that although a socialist bureaucracy may not be personally venal, in the way the Russian bureaucracy became after the fall of communism, it can be collectively venal. It can act to further its social interest as a group at the expense of the rest of society.

An alternative is for management groups to be elected by or selected from among the workers they manage. In this case the relevant model of incentives is those which apply to elected politicians, the incentive to please their electorate, and the problem becomes how does one align the interests of the production collective with society as a whole. The starting point for this has to be the observation that people become attached to the group that they work with, whether these be those working in a public institution, a regiment or a division of a firm. If a socialist economy operates an accounting model in which the labour budget allocated to a project or division depends upon the final consumption of its product (regulated by a consumer goods market as described above), then this collective loyalty can be brought into play. Since people will not want their team reduced, or even broken up, the collectivity has an incentive to work towards producing goods that society wants. If a project is making goods that nobody wants, the planning system will scale back production and each individual stands either to lose friends, or at worst be redeployed somewhere else. Thus the team as a whole has an incentive to work for the social good.

Industrial and social democracy are the key factors here.

DEMOCRACY PLANNING AND THE INTERNET

The socialist movement has never developed a correct constitutional program. In particular it has accepted the misconception that elections are a democratic form.

The same electronic technology that makes planning feasible enables direct democratic control over the planning process. It is now quite feasible to provide every household with an Internet terminal that people could use to vote on what sort of plans they want.

Using the wealth of up to date economic data that the planning networks gathered, together with the power of super-computers, rival political parties could simulate different continental plans. Each would provide full employment but be directed towards different ends: improving public transport, investing more in industry, implementing energy saving measures, improving housing.

10 One thinks of Trotsky (2004), Djilas (1957), and even Stalin if Furr (2005) is to be believed.
11 For a discussion of the formal role assigned to such collective in the late Soviet System see the Lavignes (1979).
12 Limited capability Internet terminals can be cheaply built into TV sets.
conditions, etc. These could be debated on TV and in the media. On-line databases would allow citizens to query the implications of the different plans.

People could then use their Internet terminals to vote for which of these development plans they wanted; knowing that the various alternatives had been thoroughly costed and proved feasible.

**PROPOSITION 3.1. Soviets and elections on universal suffrage are both ultimately aristocratic forms of government.** Aristocracy means rule by the best.

In a feudal society, landowners are self evidently the best, most honorable, most noble elements of society. But this does not limit aristocracy as a principle to feudalism. Aristocracy simply means an elitist system of government.

Aristotle argued that any political system based upon elections was an aristocracy (Aristotle, 286). It introduces the deliberate element of choice, of selection of the best, the aristoi, in place of government by all of the people. What he implies, as would be evident to any Marxist, is that the “best” people in a class society will be the better off. The poor, the scum and the riff-raff are of course “unsuitable” candidates for election. Wealth and respectability go together.

In a bourgeois parliamentary system this aristoi is comprised in the main of men of high social status: lawyers, business men etc. In a soviet system the aristoi who get elected onto the local soviet, and still more those who get promoted from the local to the supreme soviet, are initially the elite of the working class. They are the politically active, the class conscious, the self-confident, in short, activists of the Communist Party.

The leading role of the Communist Party, translates it, in an electoral mechanism with a purely proletarian constituency, into the aristocracy of labour. As such it becomes prey to the characteristic corruptions of aristocracy. Soviets, based as they are on the electoral principle, transform themselves from instruments of proletarian democracy into their opposite.

*This degeneration is not accidental, not to be explained away by historical contingencies, but inevitable.*

**ELABORATION 3.1.** Democracy is an ancient term for a type of popular rule based upon mass assemblies and selection of officials by lot. What has come to be termed democracy in the 20th century has almost nothing in common with this original meaning.

The political systems that currently label themselves democracies are all oligarchies. The fact that they can still get away with calling themselves democracies is one of the most remarkable confidence tricks in history (Finlay, 1985).

In his dystopian novel “1984” Orwell makes ironic reference to Newspeak, a dialect of English so corrupted that phrases like “freedom is slavery” or “war is peace” could pass unremarked. What he was alluding to is the power of language to control our thoughts. When those in authority can redefine the meanings of words they make subversion literally unthinkable. The phrase “parliamentary democracy” is an example of newspeak: a contradiction in disguise. Go back to the Greek origins of the word democracy. The second half of the word means “power” or “rule”. Hence we have autocracy; rule by one man; aristocracy, rule by the aristoi the best people, the elite; democracy meant rule by the demos. Most comentators translate this a rule by the people, but the word demos had a more specific meaning. It meant rule by the common people or rule by the poor. Aristotle, describing the democracies of his day was quite explicit about the fact that democracy meant rule by the poor. Countering the argument that democracies simply meant rule by the majority he gave the following example:

Suppose a total of 1,300; 1000 of these are rich, and they give no share in office to the 300 poor, who are also free men and in other respects like them; no one would say that these 1300 lived under a democracy (Politics 1290).
But he says this is an artificial case, ‘due to the fact that the rich are everywhere few, and the poor numerous’. As a specific definition he gives:

A democracy exists whenever those who are free and are not well off, being in a majority, are in sovereign control of the government, an oligarchy when control lies in the hands of the rich and better born, these being few.

In the original meanings of the words what exists even in countries that are termed parliamentary democracies is oligarchy not democracy. In its origins, “democracy” meant rule by the working poor. In modern language: workers power or proletarian rule (the proles being the latin equivalent of the greek demos). We can see how far a parliamentary system is from a democracy in practice by looking at the actual institutions of the demokratia.

The first and most characteristic feature of demokratia was rule by the majority vote of all citizens. This was generally by a show of hands at a sovereign assembly or eklesia. The sovereignty of the demos was not delegated to an elected chamber of professional politicians as in the bourgeois system. Instead the ordinary working people, in those days the peasantry and traders, gathered together en masse to discuss, debate and vote on the issues concerning them. The similarity between the eklesia and those spontaneous organisations of modern workers democracy: the mass strike meetings that are so hated by the bourgeois world, is immediately apparent.

The second important institution were the peoples law courts or dikasteria. These courts had no judges, instead the dicasts acted as both judge and jury. The dicasts were chosen by lot from the citizen body, using a sophisticated procedure of voters tickets and allotment machines, and once in court decisions were taken by ballot and could not be appealed against. It was regarded by Aristotle that control of the courts gave the demos control of the constitution.

There was no government as such, instead the day to day running of the state was entrusted to a council of officials drawn by lot. The council had no legislative powers and was responsible merely for enacting the policies decided upon by the people.

Participation in the state was restricted to citizens. This excluded women, slaves and metics or in modern terms resident aliens.

Only where skill was essential, as with military commanders, was election considered safe. The contrast with our political and military system could not be more striking.

A neo-classical democracy would still be a state in the Marxian sense. It would be an organised public power, to which minorities are forced to submit. The demos would use it to defend their rights against any remaining or nascent exploiting class. But it would be acephalous: a state without a head of state, without the hierarchy that marks a state based on class exploitation.

The various organs of public authority would be controlled by citizens’ committees chosen by lot. The media, the health service, the planning and marketing agencies, the various industries would have their juries. Each of these would have a defined area of competence. A committee for the energy industry, for instance, would decide certain details of energy policy but it could not disregard a popular vote, say, to phase out nuclear power. The membership of the committees need not be uniformly drawn from the public. The health service committees could be made up partly of a random sample of health service workers, and partly of members of the public. As Burnheim argues, the principle should be that all those who have a legitimate interest in the matter should have a chance to participate in its management.

This view is radically different from both Social Democracy and the practice of hitherto-existing socialism. Planning, for example, is not under government control but under a supervisory committee of ordinary citizens, who, since they are drawn by lot, will be predominantly working people. In the sense that they are autonomous of any government, these committees can be thought of as analogous to the autonomous bodies of bourgeois civil society: independent central banks, broadcasting authorities, arts councils, research councils etc. It is not necessary for them to be under
direct state control; their charters and the social backgrounds of their governors ensure their function. Provided that the socialist analogues of such authorities have founding charters open to popular amendment, that they have supervisory committees who are socially representative of the people, and that their deliberations are public, popular control would be assured.

The powers of demarchic councils would be either regulatory or economic or both. An advanced industrial society requires a complex body of regulations to function. In present society some of these regulations are what we recognise as laws, emanating from the decisions of politicians and enforced by state power, but a larger part already originate in autonomous bodies. Professional organisations define codes of practice binding on their members. Trade organisations define standards for industrial components, something absolutely essential for rapid technological progress. International bodies define standards for the exchange of electronic data by telephone, telegraph and fax.

In many cases these regulations affect only the internal operation of particular branches of production or social activity, and the composition of their regulating councils should remain limited to people who participate in that area. In others areas like broadcasting or processes which may impinge upon public health general social interests are affected. In these cases the regulating council would have to be extended to include a majority of other citizens, selected by lot to represent the public interest.

The other powers of demarchic councils would stem from their command over resources, human or inanimate. A council might be entrusted with the administration of certain immobile public property: buildings, historic monuments, transport routes, energy and water supply facilities. To the extent that these are immobile, the principal contradictions that may arise are over access. One thinks here of how the propertarian dominated British commission responsible for ancient monuments denied the dispossessed access to Stonehenge. But to the extent that the property deteriorates and has to be maintained, even immobile properties presuppose an influx of labour and materials.

A council will also be entrusted with mobile public property in the form of machinery, vehicles and raw materials. This is more significant for demarchies administering manufacturing processes, but would affect them all to some extent. We assume that all such mobile property is ultimately allocated by the national plan. A council running a project has the use of the property unless and until a more urgent use arises.

Finally a council disposes of the labour of the members of its project. Since this labour is a fraction of society’s total labour, and could potentially be devoted to other activities, it is, from the standpoint of the national accounts, abstract social labour. Similarly, the flow of mobile public property into the project presupposes a fraction of society’s labour being devoted to the reproduction of these items. As a flow, therefore, it too is abstract social labour. The dynamic economic power of a council is, finally, command over social labour.

The magnitude of its power is measured in the hours of its labour budget. But by what right does it gain this power and who regulates its magnitude?

It is a power that is either devolved or in the last resort delegated by the people themselves. Consider a council administering a school. Its power might be devolved from some local or national educational council who vote it an annual labour budget. Let us assume that schooling is a local matter. In that case, the budget of the local education council would be set by the local electorate who would annually decide how many hours were to be deducted from their year’s pay to fund education.

In the case of a manufacturing council, the delegation is more indirect. Its products perhaps lead-acid storage batteries meet an indirect social rather than concrete and local need. The number of batteries that society needs is a function of how many cars, telephone exchanges, portable radios, etc. are manufactured. Only the national, or in the long term federal, planning authority can calculate this.

Thus only the planning authority can delegate a budget for battery production.
In all cases the people are the ultimate delegators of power. Either they vote to tax themselves and entrust a demarchic council with a budget to produce a free service, or they choose to purchase goods, in which case they are voting labour time to the production of those goods.

The great virtue of the rule of the demos was the elaborate constitutional mechanism they evolved to defend their power against usurpation by the upper classes. That rule flourished for some two centuries until crushed by the Macedonian and Roman empires. During that period it generated a beacon of art, architecture, philosophy, science and culture that illuminated the subsequent dark centuries. The Enlightenment golden age of bourgeois culture was a self conscious reflection of that light. The torch will not truly be reignited till the modern demos come to power.

THE CRITICISMS OF THE AUSTRIAN SCHOOL

The best known criticisms of the possibility of a rational socialist economy come from the Austrian school whose most prominent representatives were Mises and Hayek. There is an extensive literature on their criticisms of socialism but in the context of this article we intend to concentrate on a limited number of points:

1. The possibility of economic calculation in-natura. The proposal for innatura calculation stems from Neurath (1919), and was criticised by Mises. We will argue below that it is not only possible but is becoming increasingly relevant in light of the Kyoto protocol.
2. The possibility of using labour as a unit of account criticised by both Neurath and Mises. This was dealt with above, but we will say a bit more below.
3. The criticism of Hayek relating to information flows in socialist economies. This centers around the notion of the price system as a telecoms network which conveys key information to regulate a market economy, and the assertion that because of tacit knowledge held by agents, a non market system of regulation would fail.

In his 1919 paper, Neurath argues that the experience of the German war economy allowed one to see certain key weaknesses of past economic thought.

Conventional economic theory mostly stands in too rigid a connection to monetary economics and has until now almost entirely neglected the in-kind economy (Neurath, 1919, 300).

The war economy had in contrast been largely an in-kind economy.

As a result of the war the in-kind calculus was applied more often and more systematically than before [...] It was all to apparent that war was fought with ammunition and the supply of food, not with money (ibid, 304).

Neurath’s emphasis on in-kind statistics related both to conditions of life of the population and to the internal regulation of an administrative economy. If one wanted to know whether real quality of life of the population was improving or not one had to examine their lives in material not money terms.

Compared to such statistics in kind, figures for national income were, he said, far less revealing. In particular he cautions against accepting the notion of “real income” or inflation adjusted money income as a surrogate for the quality of life.

The current concept of consumption, [so-called] real income, is also understandable as derivative of money calculation. Given our own approach to economic efficiency, it seems appropriate to comprehend also: work and illness under the concept which covers food,
clothing, housing, theatre visits, etc. These things, however, are not part of the [current] concept of consumption and real income, which covers only what, appears as a reflection of money income […] Occupational prestige, for example, is as much a part of one’s income as eating and drinking (Neurath, 1917, 336).

What Neurath was saying here looks very modern. It is notable that this aspect of Neurath’s argument for in-kind economics has been neglected by von Mises or his followers. Indeed Neurath argues that von Mises himself ultimately has recourse to the notion of an in-kind substratum of welfare against which different monetary measures of welfare must be judged. Mises recognises that monopoly reduces welfare thus:

The difference between the values of these goods and the higher value of the quantity of monopoly goods not produced represents the loss in welfare which the monopoly has infected on the national economy. If, in the case of monopoly, according to Mises, there is a calculation of wealth by which one can judge money calculation, then it should always be available and allow judgment on all economic processes (Neurath, 1917, 429).

Neurath was adamant that a socialist economy had to be moneyless because of:

1. The non-comensurability of final outcomes in terms not only of quality of life, but the quality of life of future generations. This follows from his emphasis on non-commodity factors in the quality of social life.
2. The complexity of the technical constraints on production.

The emphasis on non-comensurability has its roots in his ideas on the measurement of outcomes, quality of life now and quality of life in the future:

Savings in coal, trees, etc., beyond amounting to savings in the displeasure of work, mean the preservation of future pleasure, a positive quantity. Saving certain raw materials can become pointless if one discovers something new. The freezing people of the future only show up if there is already now a demand for future coal (ibid., 470).

Like von Mises he argues that labour time calculations are inadequate for the internal regulation of production. Labour time calculations presuppose a long time frame and an absence of natural resource constraints. If there are natural resource constraints, or short term shortages of particular equipment they can misrepresent what is potentially producible.

How can points be assigned to individual articles of consumption? If there were natural work units and if it could be determined how many natural work units, in a “socially necessary” way, have been spent on each article of consumption, and if further it were possible to produce any amount of each article, then, under some additional conditions, each article could be assigned the number of points that represent its “work effort” […] If there is a great demand for articles made from these raw materials, either rationing will have to be introduced or the number of points for their distribution will have to be increased beyond the number representing the work spent on their production. Conversely articles in little demand will be offered for fewer points than would the work spent for their production (ibid., 435-436).
In kind calculation and the Kyoto protocol

Neurath’s concern with natural resource constraints is obviously relevant in today’s world. In our proposals we allow for marked labour content and selling prices to diverge provided both are clearly marked on the product so that the consumer knows if they are getting good “value for money”. If goods are marked up due to a temporary shortage of supply, the fact that the labour value of the good as well as its current selling price is displayed in the shops means that consumers can contrast the market price with what Smith called the “natural price”, and hold off consumption in the expectation that prices will fall.

This would not work in the case of abiding natural resource constraints. Suppose an administrative economy has to abide by the Kyoto protocol. It then has two over-arching constraints on production the available labour force and the allowed emissions of CO₂. If we allow the consumer goods market to move to equilibrium where prices coincide with labour values, then we will have a particular vector of final outputs. Just as one can compute labour values one can in principle compute the “carbon” value of any product or process - this is what Neurath’s in-kind calculus implies.

We now have three vectors: λ, the vector of per-unit labour values; κ, the vector of per-unit carbon values, and y, the market clearing vector of final outputs when market prices equal labour values. In an economy not bound by the Kyoto protocol, the plan or market must meet the constraint

\[ P \geq \lambda \cdot y \]

where P is the working population measured in full time persons, and \( \cdot \) denotes inner product. Suppose that we have a Kyoto limit on carbon emissions of K then the economy must meet the constrain

\[ K \geq \kappa \cdot y' \]

where y′ is the actual output vector.

If y, the market clearing vector for prices = values, is such that K < \( \kappa \cdot y \), then we have a problem. Either all output is proportionately scaled back such that

\[ y' = y(K/\kappa \cdot y) \]

with a consequent under utilisation of labour resources, or the plan devises a set of re-scaling weights w such that y′ = (y • w) with • being Hadamard product, such that both the full employment and Kyoto constraints are met. The market clearing price for y′ will not necessarily guarantee that prices are still equal to labour values.

The end result will be that certain products, whose production ultimately produces large quantities of CO₂ will end up being sold above their labour values.

Unless and until one has carried out real calculations with real input output tables it is difficult to determine how large will be the induced deviation of prices from values resulting from abiding by the Kyoto protocol.

Suppose for example, \( \lambda \) and \( \kappa \) turn out to be highly correlated, or in other words, the angles between the vectors are small. This would make it difficult to meet the Kyoto constraint whilst meeting the full employment target, since change in weights which reduce \( y \cdot \kappa \) will also reduce \( y \cdot \lambda \).

Suppose instead that \( \lambda \) and \( \kappa \) turn out to be weakly correlated, or in geometric terms, that the two vectors are at a substantial angle. In this case there will be a large number of rescalings w that will ensure both Kyoto and employment constraints are met. If the system has a sufficiently high number of degrees of freedom (broad classes of products), then it should be possible to exploit “decoherence” to minimise the eventual deviations between prices and values. The point here is that CO₂ is produced directly or indirectly by almost every production process. A first order solution to

\[ \text{Some dimensional analysis helps here. Labour values have dimension person-hours = persons} \times \text{time, y has dimension unit of output per unit time, so y • \lambda has dimension persons.} \]
meeting Kyoto would involve reducing the scale of those industries i with the highest values $\kappa/\lambda_i$, since these reduce carbon emissions fastest whilst causing the least unemployment.

Suppose that a 5% reduction in CO$_2$ emissions is being sought. Suppose that the use of oil for heating has a high ($\kappa_i/\lambda_i$) whereas the growth of fruit has a much lower ($\kappa_i/\lambda_i$). This implies that the planning authorities could scale back heating oil production and transfer oil workers to fruit packing plants and so help meet the Kyoto targets, whilst maintaining full employment. The effect on the market clearing prices for consumer goods would be that heating oil would rise above its labour value whilst fruit fell below its labour value, but since both industries are government owned, the notional losses incurred by fruit production could offset the notional “profit” in fuel oil. Changes in price due to meeting the Kyoto protocol could then be marked as a “green tax” or a “green subsidy” on the final price of the goods.

But if the state wholesaling authorities had statistics on the elasticity of demand for different products, they could employ a more sophisticated rule. Let $e_i$ be the elasticity of demand of the i product. Then the planners should preferentially scale back those industries for which $e_i(\kappa_i/\lambda_i)$ is highest and redeploy workers to industries for which $e_i(\kappa_i/\lambda_i)$ is lowest. The net effect is to allow both employment and Kyoto targets to be met with the minimal deviation of prices from labour values.

So Neurath was right about labour values being insufficient for the internal regulation of production. Instead he advocates detailed statistics on the consumption and use of each raw material and intermediate product –what would later be called an in-kind input output table. But as the example above, of meeting the Kyoto protocol shows, meeting such environmental constraints is much easier for a fully planned economy. An economy controlled by detailed in-kind calculations can readily determine if a particular mix of output will achieve a 5% cut in greenhouse gas emissions whilst meeting employment targets. Wholesale prices can later be adjusted to ensure consumer goods markets clear. In only price mechanisms are allowed as a control over greenhouse gas emissions governments face the problems that: i) They will probably not have the detailed in-kind statistics needed to tell upon which products or processes to levy carbon taxes; ii) The response of aggregate demand to these price signals is uncertain, so if the performance of countries so far is anything to go on, the Kyoto targets are unlikely to be met until many iterations of adjusting green taxes have occurred, and iii) If governments err in the other direction, by increasing green taxes very sharply to ensure meeting Kyoto targets, they are likely to depress employment.

**Market or plan - which suffers information loss**

At the time that Neurath and von Mises engaged in their initial debates (1920s) the algorithmic techniques required for detailed in-kind calculations had not been developed. The subsequent work of Remak, von Neumann and Kantorovich laid the mathematical basis for the type of calculations we illustrate above. Mises had argued in particular that in the absence of prices there was no practical method of selecting which of several production alternatives would be optimal. If we consider the matrix notation for the technical structure of the economy introduced by Remak (1929) and von Neumann (1945), we can understand why Neurath was so adamant that socialist calculation had to be performed in kind and could not be reduced to accounting in a single surrogate unit like labour or energy. When we do accounting in money, or in a surrogate like labour, then we add up the total cost of each column of the I/O matrix, giving us a vector of final output in money terms.

Suppose C is an $n \times n$ square matrix, and p an n dimensional vector. By applying Iverson’s (1979) reshaping operator $\rho$, we can map C to a vector of length $n^2$ thus $c \leftarrow (n \times n)\rho C$, and we thus see that the price system, having ndimensions involves a massive dimension reduction from the $n^2$ dimensional vector c. If that is the case, then any calculations that can be done with the information
in the reduced system p could in principle be done, by some other algorithmic procedure starting from C.

Remak (1929) showed for the first time how, starting from an in-natura description of the conditions of production, one can derive an equilibrium system of prices. This implies that the in-natura system contains the information necessary for the prices and that the prices are a projection of the in-natura system onto a lower dimensional space. A price system thus represents an enormous destruction of information. A matrix of technical coefficients is folded down to a vector, and in the process the real in-natura constraints on the economy are lost sight of. This destruction of information means that an economy that works only on the basis of the price vector must blunder around with only the most approximate grasp of reality. This of course, is exactly the opposite proposition to that advanced by Mises.

How then can such a reduced information structure function to regulate the economy?

How can it work if it allows “individual producers to watch merely the movement of a few pointers”?

14 Prices do convey objective information about the social costs of production, through the noise of their fluctuations the signal of labour value shines through. Because of this they may well function as a regulator of production. Divergences of prices above or below values could serve to attract or repel labour resources into and from branches of production. It is one thing to recognize that this is possible, another to assess its importance in regulating the economy. Posted prices are not the only telecoms system the economy has. Actual orders for commodities are another. Firms set prices and then get orders which are specified in quantities, and in qualities and times. An order or quote specifies fairly precisely in-kind what is being ordered, and when it is to be delivered. If a business manager paid attention only to the prices she sold things at and ignored the quantities being ordered, the firm would not survive long. A priori one can not say whether the price channel or the in-kind channel is more significant in regulating the economy. Far from being hidden and private, this in-kind information has to be disclosed between users and suppliers. The information has, moreover, an objective embodiment in a commercial correspondence which is increasingly electronic. These electronic in-kind flows of information, which already exist under capitalism, are what the internet could capture for a socialist plan.

We will leave aside for now the relative importance of the price and in-kind channels in economic information flows, and concentrate on how a single vector of prices might act as a contributory regulator for a complex matrix of inter-sector flows. There seem to be two basic reasons why it could work:

One is the universality of human labour which means that it is possible to associate with each commodity a single scalar number –price– which indirectly represents the amount of labour that was used to make it. Deviations of relative prices from relative values can then allow labour to move from where it is less socially necessary to where it is more necessary. But this is only possible because all economic activity comes down in the end to human activity. Were that not the case, a single indicator would not be sufficient to regulate the consumption of inputs that were fundamentally of different dimensions. It is only because the dimension of all inputs is ultimately labour - direct or indirect that prices can regulate activity.

Another answer lies in the computational tractability of systems of linear equations. Consider the method that we gave in Cottrell and Cockshott (1992) for computing the labour values of commodities from an input output table. We made an initial estimate of the value of each commodity and then used the I/O table to make successively more precise estimates. What we have

---

14 It is more than a metaphor to describe the price system as a kind of machinery for registering change, or a system of telecommunications which enables individual producers to watch merely the movement of a few pointers, as an engineer might watch the hands of a few dials, in order to adjust 5 their activities to changes of which they may never know more than is effected in the price movements (Hayek, 1945, 527).

here is an iterative functional system where we repeatedly apply a function to the value vector to arrive at a new value vector. Because the mapping is what is termed a contractive affine transform the functional system has an attractor to which it converges\textsuperscript{16}. This attractor is the system of labour values. The system must constitute a contractive transform because any viable economy must have a net surplus product in its basic sector. Hence an initial error in the estimate of the value of an input commodity is spread over a larger quantity of the commodity on output and thus after an iteration the percentage error must decline.

The process that we described algorithmically in Cottrell and Cockshott (1992) is what happens in a distributed manner in a real capitalist economy as prices are being formed. Firms add up wage costs and costs of other commodity inputs, add a mark-up and set their prices accordingly. This distributed algorithm, which is nowadays carried out by a combination of people and company computers, is structurally similar to that we described. It too, constitutes a contractive affine transform which converges on a price vector. The exact attractor is not relevant at this point, what is relevant is that the iterative functional system has a stable attractor. It has this because the process of economic production can be well approximated by a piecewise contractive linear transform on price or value space. Were it the case that production processes were strongly non linear such that the output of say corn were a polynomial, then the iterative functional system would be highly unstable, and the evolution of the entire price system would be completely chaotic and unpredictable. Prices would then be useless as a guide to economic activity\textsuperscript{17}.

Neither of the two factors above are specific to a market economy. Labour is the key universal resource in any society prior to full robotisation. By the full version of the Church-Turing thesis if a problem could be solved by a distributed collection human computers, then it can be solved by a Universal Computer. If it is tractable for a distributed collection of humans it is also algorithmically tractable when calculated by the computers of a socialist planning agency. The very factors which make the price system relatively stable and useful are the factors which make socialist economomic calculation tractable.

\textbf{Advances since Mises}

Remak formalised the derivation of prices from innatura data, and expressed confidence that with the development of electric calculating machines, the required large systems of linear equations will be solvable in a socialist economy. The weakness of Remak’s analysis was that it was limited to an economy in steady state. Mises had acknowledged that socialist calculation would be possible under such circumstances. Von Neumann took the debate on in two distinct ways:

1. He models an economy in growth, not a static economy. He assumes an economy in uniform proportionate growth. He explicitly abjures considering the effects of restricted natural resources or labour supply, assuming instead that the labour supply can be extended to accommodate growth. This is perhaps not unrealistic as a picture of an economy undergoing rapid industrialization (for instance Soviet Russia at the time he was writing). His description of the economy is so general that it could apply to either a market or an administrative economy.
2. He allows for there to be multiple techniques to produce any given good - Remak only allowed one. These different possible productive techniques use different mixtures of inputs, and only some of them will be viable.

What are the significant results here?

\textsuperscript{16} For a discussion of such systems see Barnsley (1988), in particular Chapter 3. 
\textsuperscript{17} For the instability of such systems see Becker and Dorfler (1989) or Baker and Gollub (1990).
• The in-natura techniques available to the economy, which he captured in his use and produce matrices A;B determine which processes of production should be used and in which intensities.
• They also determine an equilibrium set of prices. No system of subjective preferences is required to derive these.
• The in-natura techniques also determine the rate of growth and rate of interest.

But although von Neuman showed the existence of an equilibrium growth path determined by in-kind constraints he neither showed how a capitalist economy would gravitate to this path, nor did provide specific algorithmic techniques by which a planning body could determine how to reach this path. In causal terms he shows that in-kind conditions determine which production techniques are viable, but it remains an open question whether this required calculations in prices (which his model also has).

This specific problem of the algorithmic procedure to derive an optimal plan was solved by Kantorovich (1960) when he invented the technique of linear optimisation. Linear optimisation allows a planning problem specified entirely in-kind to be optimally solved without recourse to the price mechanism Kantorovich’s original technique of resolving multipliers is, in the western literature, referred to as the use of shadow prices. Kantorovich preferred the term Objective Valuations, since these were not prices at which goods were exchanged, but numbers used to guide an algorithmic process. Later interior point methods of solving linear optimisation dispense even with these resolving multipliers (Anderson and Gonzio 1996). Thus we can say that it has been definitely shown that, contra Mises, in kind optimisation, without prices, is both theoretically possible and practically feasible.

Hayek and tacit knowledge

Hayek and tacit knowledge. Hayek and the Austrian school developed in their polemic with Neurath a paradigm for the social or moral sciences to the effect that society must be understood in terms of men’s conscious effected actions, it being assumed that people are constantly consciously choosing between different possible courses of action. Any collective phenomena must thus be conceived of as the unintended outcome of the decisions of individual conscious actors.

This imposes a fundamental dichotomy between the study of nature and of society, since in dealing with natural phenomena it may be reasonable to suppose that the individual scientist can know all the relevant information, while in the social context this condition cannot possibly be met. Hence the hostility to the scientism of Neurath.

We believe that Hayek’s objection is fundamentally misplaced. Even Laplace, who is famously cited as an advocate of determinism argued that although the universe was in principle predictable to the smallest detail, this was in practice impossible because of limited knowledge and that thus science had to have recourse to probability theory. Certainly since Boltzmann it has been understood how collective phenomena arise as “unintended” or emergent outcomes of a mass of uncoordinated processes. The recent econophysics literature, for example Farjoun and Machover (1983), Wright (2005) or Yakovenko (2005) shows how the distribution of income under capitalist social relations arises in a similar way. But these authors did not have to model consciousness on the part of the economic actors to get this result. Instead, their application of techniques derived from statistical mechanics to the understanding of the economy, is an exemplary application of Neurath’s principle of the unity of science.

In Hayek’s view, there were two knowledge forms: scientific knowledge (understood as knowledge of general laws) versus “unorganized knowledge” or “knowledge of the particular circumstances of time and place”. The former, he says, may be susceptible of centralization via a “body of suitably chosen experts” (Hayek (1945), p. 521) but the latter is a different matter.
Practically every individual has some advantage over others in that he possesses unique information of which beneficial use might be made, but of which use can be made only if the decisions depending on it are left to him or are made with his active cooperation (Hayek, 1945, 522).

Hayek is thinking here of “knowledge of people, of local conditions, and special circumstances” (Hayek, 1945, 522), e.g., of the fact that a certain machine is not fully employed, or of a skill that could be better utilized. He also cites the sort of specific, localized knowledge relied upon by shippers and arbitrageurs. He claims that this sort of knowledge is often seriously undervalued by those who consider general scientific knowledge as paradigmatic.

But this leaves out of account whole layer of knowledge that is crucial for economic activity, namely knowledge of specific technologies, knowledge captured in designs, knowledge captured in software. Such knowledge is not reducible to general scientific law (it is generally a non-trivial problem to move from a relevant scientific theory to a workable industrial innovation), but neither is it so time- or place-specific that it is non-communicable. The licensing and transfer of technologies in a capitalist context shows this quite clearly. It also misses out the tendency of capitalist society to capture ever more human knowledge in objective form as described by Braverman (1975) or Harris:

once a worker’s knowledge is captured as structural capital, you can then do away with the worker. In industrial capitalism the worker’s surplus labor was expropriated, but you had to retain the worker as long as you wanted to make use of his labor. The worker still owned his labor power, and sold it for his wages. But in the new economy, knowledge is both labour and the means of production, both of which are expropriated and turned into structural capital for the exclusive use of the corporation. Thus, intellectual capital can be totally alienated from the worker. Not only is the value of the labor stolen, but the labor itself (Harris, 1996).

It would be anachronistic to accuse Hayek of not seeing knowledge in software, but in his day knowledge already existed in the control programs for automatic machines, for instance piano-la rolls. As early as 1948, Vonegut had, in his novel Player Piano, given a devastatingly funny critique of these very processes in American capitalism later examined by Braverman. The title of the novel, says it all.

Hayek’s notion of knowledge existing solely “in the mind” is an obstacle to understanding. Let’s look at a developed version of Hayek’s argument, namely his 1945 article, “The Use of Knowledge in Society”. There he distinguishes between knowledge of general principles or rules (easily communicated) and knowledge of “particular circumstances of time and place”, which he thought would forever remain dispersed, lodged in the minds of the individuals who alone were in a position to know certain things. This sort of highly specific knowledge, he thought, could not be communicated directly; it could be integrated only via the market mechanism. It is by now all but universal practice for firms to keep records of their inputs and outputs in the form of some sort of computer spreadsheet. These computer files form an image of the firm’s input output characteristics, an image which is readily transferable. Further, even the sort of “particular” knowledge which Hayek thought too localized to be susceptible to centralization is now routinely centralized. Take his example of the information possessed by shipping clerks.

In the 1970s American Airlines achieved the position of the world’s largest airline, to a great extent on the strength of their development of the SABRE system of computerized booking of fights (Gibbs 1994). Since then we have come to take it for granted that either we will be able to tap into the Internet to determine where and when there are fights available from just about any A to any B across the world. Hayek’s appeal to localized knowledge in this sort of context may have been appropriate at the time of writing, but it is now clearly outdated.
Hayek’s shipping clerk is long gone, replaced by a relational database that can be accessed easily by anyone with basic computer skills. Or closer to home, think of the travel agent. Once upon a time, we went to travel agents to arrange any but the simplest trip. Now we go online, check a few large, continuously updated databases (Travelocity, Opodo or whatever), compare prices, and buy e-tickets with a credit card.

It might be unfair to fault Hayek for failing to foresee this sort of thing but it’s fair to fault his followers in the 21st century for talking as if nothing had changed. Our challenge to those who continue to cite the Austrians is this: please state explicitly what kind of knowledge you’re thinking of, that cannot be articulated, communicated, or captured in a computer database, yet is important to the functioning of the economy; please explain how the market is able to integrate this sort of knowledge in the service of the common good; and please explain why a planned system cannot reproduce this effect. (Hayek’s own arguments fall a long way short of being demonstrative on the last two questions, even if we grant his point about dispersal of knowledge in the bygone era of shipping clerks). Hayek’s original problem regarding knowledge that is “specific to time and place” was a problem that one can easily understand, and also a difficult problem at the time he was writing. If the central planners had to gather and collate information from all those places, using the information technology of the 1940s, before an optimal decision could be made, there is an obvious danger that the information would be seriously out of date before it was available as a guide to decision, with bad economic consequences.

But this particular problem is solved by modern information technology. The Austrian response in terms of “tacit knowledge” represents a retreat from Hayek’s formulation of the 1940s. The original problem now being solved, a new problem has to be invented to trip up the socialists.

“Tacit knowledge” has the polemical virtue that it simply can’t be communicated to the planning computers, because it can’t even be articulated by the person who possesses it, by definition. Is there such a thing as truly tacit knowledge, and if so what is its economic role?

Consider eBay. Every day people buy and sell thousands of things on eBay that previously would have been put out in the rubbish or left mouldering in attics or cupboards. Why? Because with an online auction service, transactions costs are dramatically lowered. Similarly with very specific knowledge that may be difficult to articulate. You’ve developed a very particular skill; you’d like to pass it on to others if possible but how to find someone else who’s interested? There may be a nice interaction here: the person who’s at a beginner level asks questions of the experienced person, who is then led to articulate his or her knowledge. What we are suggesting is that, to a large extent, “tacit knowledge” may be like “unsaleable goods”. Yes, there may be some of both, but both categories have shrunk substantially with easy Internet communication. To repeat a theme from above, tacit knowledge would shrink much further with the abolition of commercial secrecy. People would be free to communicate skills that are now seen as trade secrets of their employers.

What about the hard core of knowledge that really remains tacit? The tennis player who knows how to launch a serve at 150kph, the violinist how knows how to play a Bach Partita note-perfect and with expression? To do these things you need the right genetic inheritance, good training, and lots of practice. Why should it a problem for planning? The Soviet Union had plenty of excellent sportsmen and women, excellent musicians and scientists. The “tacit knowledge” objection to planning has, in our view, never been stated.

In a convincing manner. Some knowledge (or skills, really) cannot be codified and transmitted, but we don’t see that it’s the sort of knowledge that is needed for planning. It’s “knowledge” that can be used by those who possess it, in a market system or a planned economy.
Table 3
Excess mortality following introduction of Hayekian economics in Russia (thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Mortality</th>
<th>Excess Relative in 1986</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>1.498,0</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>1.531,6</td>
<td>33,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>1.569,1</td>
<td>71,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>1.583,8</td>
<td>85,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1.656,0</td>
<td>158,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>1.690,7</td>
<td>192,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>1.807,4</td>
<td>309,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>2.129,3</td>
<td>631,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>2.301,4</td>
<td>803,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>2.203,8</td>
<td>705,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>2.082,2</td>
<td>584,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>2.015,8</td>
<td>517,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>1.988,7</td>
<td>490,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>2.144,3</td>
<td>646,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2.225,3</td>
<td>727,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>2.251,8</td>
<td>753,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Excess Deaths</td>
<td>6,711,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

Hayek and his followers have grossly overestimated the difficulties of carrying out rational socialist planning. They have coupled this with an exaggerated idea of the effectiveness of the free market as an economic regulator. Their fundamental theoretical errors are:

1. To talk about information in a general and nonquantitative way. This leads them to overestimate how important information about prices is, as compared to other information flows that regulate quantities and qualities of goods.
2. To talk in a vague way about the intractability of socialist calculation, without attempting to be systematic about what these alleged difficulties are. Once one specifies what calculations actually have to be done, one can see that these general objections are without substance.

The coherence of an economy is basically maintained by regular exchanges of in-natura information about quantities in material rather than monetary units. In the USSR these information flows about material units were co-ordinated through the planning system. Being antagonistic to anything that smacked of Neurath’s calculations in kind, the importance of these quantitative measures in economic regulation were systematically underestimated by Hayekians so they failed to anticipate the catastrophic effect of destroying the existing in-natura communication system.

The western economists who had criticised the socialist system as inefficient had anticipated that the inauguration of a market economy would lead to accelerated economic growth in the USSR. Instead it regressed from a super-power to an economic basket case. It became dominated by gangsterism. Its industries collapsed and it experienced untold millions of premature deaths, revealed in the statistics of a shocking drop in life expectancy (Table 3).
A discipline less sure of itself than economics, might question its starting hypothesis when an experiment went so drastically wrong. Two of today's leading Hayekians, have instead attempted to use the Searlean distinction between syntax and semantics to explain this signal failure of economic advice (Boettke and Subrick 2002). They claim that the shock therapy in the USSR had changed the syntax of the economy but not the semantics:

Just because the political structure collapsed, there is no reason to assume that the social structure did. Social arrangements persisted prior to and after the fall of communism. The reformers and western advisors failed to acknowledge that the newly freed countries were not tabula rasa. They were instead countries that had residents who held beliefs about the world and the structure of society.

These beliefs and attitudes that persisted from socialism are then blamed for the economic collapse. What Boettke and Subrick are attempt to move towards with their syntax/semantics distinction applied to a society is something very like what Marx’s distinction between base and superstructure. It might be objected that there was a metaphorical character to this distinction in Marx. So there was. But a century and more of theoretical writings by other Marxists have given a dense social-theoretical content to what were once architectural metaphors. It remains to be seen whether the Austrian school can achieve a similar theoretical development of Boettke’s syntax/semantics dichotomy. Marx was concerned from the outset with the historical process of transition between forms of economy - modes of production.

Once the Austrian economists became proponents of social engineering, the very approach Hayek criticised in Neurath, they started to encroach, albeit in reverse gear, a traditional concerns of Marxian economics: transitions between modes of production. But they approached it with a theoretical framework inimical to the object under study. Faced with the manifest failure of their policies they are reduced to metaphors borrowed from linguistics to explain it.

They and the whole Austrian school are unwilling to contemplate the possibility that they were fundamentally wrong in their faith in the organising and communications ability of the market.
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